# Felt Tomte Craft

**Materials:**
- 2-inch piece of paper towel roll
- 1 rectangle piece of felt
- 1 triangular piece of felt with curved side
- Piece of fur or yarn to use as beard
- One wooden bead
- Glue

**Directions:**
1. Take the rectangle piece of felt and glue it around the piece of paper towel roll.
2. Glue beard piece onto the felt just below the top.
3. Glue bead for the nose above the beard piece onto felt.

4. With the triangular felt piece glue edges together making a cone shape that will be the hat.

5. Place hat on top part of the body, secure with glue at bottom of hat. Now your tomte is complete!

Share your craft! Want to show us what you made? Send to education@americanswedish.org